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Outerlink Console™
Outerlink’s best-in-class mapping, tracking and
dispatching software

Highlights:
Outerlink Console™; our
best-in-Industry web based
mapping and managment software.
Built in-house and according to
your specifications; Console
delivers a host of tools for
dispatchers and operators for
Aircraft, Ground and Marine
Communications.

Management Tools &
Resource Optimization
of outerlink console™:
a Reduce or eliminate radio
transmissions

Outerlink Console™ is the linchpin of the Outerlink product suite as well as a
standalone software offering. Outerlink Console™ Software provides an
interactive tracking and dispatching platform for all of your air, ground or
marine fleet communcation needs.Outerlink Console™ is a truly unique and
dynamic visual communications platform.

Key Features:
a Functions as CAD software
a Add or delete designated zoom regions to easily toggle between bases at
the touch of a button
a Provides a fully customizable dashboard complete with data snapshots
a Push to talk voice and text messaging
a Unique color icons customized to represent unit location, indicate speed,
status, direction, and much more
a Address lookup feature allows you to dispatch the closest asset to an
assigned location transmitting address coordinates directly to the aircraft,
vehicle, or marine unit~just press “accept” and go
a Customizable point of interest (POI) overlay
a Live forecast and weather overlay-customizable to specified bases or areas
a Produce transport reports, archive data and more

Want to order outerlink console™ or need more
information? Contact our sales team now at:
Sales@outerlink.com
1-978-284-6070

a Open application programing
interface (API) for custom
integrations with exsisting
CAD purchases or
tracking hardware
a Produce transport reports,
archive data and messages,
and much more all at a fixed
monthly fee
a Live forecast and weather
overlays provide better
situational awareness
a Milage reporting accuracy
up to a hundreth of a mile
for increased billable
mileage
a Grant or deny access to
specific users or operators
a 24/7 Customer Support
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